W3P
Compact three-way trapezoid system

features
- Arrayable compact trapezoid enclosure
- Three-way passive system
- Very high SPL output capability
- 65° coverage angle from compound mid/high horn
- Multi-laminate birch plywood construction
- Certified MAN quick-connect flying option

applications
- Theatre sound systems
- Club sound reinforcement
- Underslung/infill for concert sound reinforcement
- Music playback in nightclubs
- On-stage instrument monitor

Extremely versatile, the Wavefront W3P is a unique, innovative full-range system, utilising advanced Martin Audio engineering to achieve true three-way full frequency performance from an enclosure only 28" high. It delivers the clarity required for speech and music applications as well as the power, warmth and depth to generate an exciting live sound or playback experience in nightclubs.

The low frequency driver is a powerful 15" (380mm) transducer cooled by a heat exchange system developed to reduce power compression. Mid-range and high frequencies are generated by a unique mid/HF horn featuring the same technology used in Wavefront 8 touring systems. The mid-range and high frequency horns are designed to have matched coverage patterns to ensure that they combine perfectly both on and off-axis.
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W3 Vertical
- 200Hz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 400Hz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 800Hz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 1.6kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 3.2kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 6.4kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 12.8kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 25.6kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing

W3 Horizontal
- 200Hz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 400Hz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 800Hz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 1.6kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 3.2kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 6.4kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 12.8kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
- 25.6kHz & 1/3 oct smoothing
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frequency responses

W3 Horizontal Magnitude in dB SPL/2.83V at 1 meter

W3 Horizontal Beamwidth

W3 Vertical Beamwidth
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Overall dimensions
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The loudspeaker system shall be of the three-way type consisting of one 15" (380mm) direct radiating reflex loaded low frequency transducer, one 6.5" (165mm) cone driver mounted on a constant directivity horn flare with integral toroidal waveguide and one 1" (25mm) exit HF compression driver mounted on a constant directivity horn in a trapezoidal plywood enclosure. The enclosure shall be fitted with an integral pole mounting socket and threaded inserts for wall and ceiling mounting. Low and mid frequency sections shall be integrated by an internal 650Hz passive crossover network and mid and high frequency sections shall be integrated by an internal 3.3kHz passive crossover network.

Performance of the loudspeaker system with its electronic controller shall meet or exceed the following criteria:

- Frequency response measured 1 metre on axis shall be 55Hz-18kHz ±3dB.
- High frequency dispersion at -6dB points shall be 65°H x 40°V.
- Power handling shall be 400W AES, 1600W peak.
- Rated impedance shall be 8 ohms.
- Maximum SPL measured at 1 metre on axis shall be 126dB continuous, 132dB peak.
- Dimensions (W) 435mm x (H) 708mm x (D) 425mm (17.1ins x 27.9ins x 16.7ins).
- Weight 34.5kg (75.9lbs).

The loudspeaker system shall be the Martin Audio W3P.